This article proposes a local photometric model that compensates for specular highlights and lighting variations due to position and intensity changes. We define clearly on which assumptions it is based, according to widely used reflection models. Moreover, its theoritical validity is studied according to few configurations of the scene geometry (lighting, camera and object relative locations). Next, this model is used to improve the robustness of points tracking in luminance images with respect to specular highlights and lighting changes.
INTRODUCTION
Most computer vision applications based on the computation of correspondences between images are sensitive to illumination changes. Indeed, the robustness of image processing with regard to such a phenomenon remains a crucial problem. Moreover, in luminance images, no global compensation of illumination changes has been defined as far now, contrary to color images [2] . In general, luminance is supposed to be constant in a small window of interest )/V during an image sequence [5] , but that is correct only for lambertian objects viewed under perfectly constant lighting. Photometric normalization, as in [9] for example, or local photometric models answer partially this issue. The affine photometric model has been widely used, for example in optical flow [7] or tracking [6] applications, but the parameters of this model are supposed to be spatially constant in each point of W. Moreover, it has been shown in [3] that this model is based on the same assumptions as the photometric normalization. In [1] however, the spatial variations of illumination are taken into account. Nevertheless, the assumptions on which these local models are based (according to the physical properties of materials and to the scene geometry) have not been clearly specified, and the definition of each or their parameters has not been given. In this article, we propose a local photometric model adapted to specular highlights and lighting changes. We analyze clearly the assumptions on which it is based according to the reflection models that are widely used in computer vision and computer graphics. Our second contribution consists in studying theoritically the validity of the proposed model according to some borderline geometry conditions, such as the position of the camera and the light source. To finish, we focus on feature points tracking. The proposed photometric model is used to improve robustness of points tracking with respect to specular highlights and lighting changes, the parameters of the photometric model are computed simultaneously with the parameters of the motion model.
This article is structured as follows. Section 2 focuses on the modeling of luminance changes. Then, the model of photometric changes and its local approxirmation are proposed in section 3. The section 4 is dedicated to the study on the model validity. To finish, section 5 exposes the tracking method and shows some results obtained on real image sequences.
2, LUMINANCE MODEL
Let us suppose that f and g are respectively the images of an object acquired at the two different times k and k'. A point P of this object projects into image f in p of coordinates (aP ? yp) and in p' of coordinates (x>, y) into image g, after a relative motion between the camera and the scene. The luminance at p depends on the scene geometry. Fig. I describes the vectors and the angles used in this article. V and L are respectively the viewing and the lighting vectors, which form the angles 0r and Qi with the normal n in P. B is the bisecting line between V and L, it forms an angle p with the normal n. According to the most widely used reflection models, such as the Torrance-Sparrow [10] ing direction V is. For non-lambertian objects, h / reaches its maximum value when p(P) = 0, that is when B coincides with n (see for example [8, 10] ).
LOCAL PHOTOMETRIC MODEL
Now let us consider that some illumination changes expressed as functions ta, td and ti are respectively provoked on Ka, Kd and 0i. Therefore, after a lighting change (intensity or location), the luminance g at time k' becomes
with Kd = Kd + td, Oi (P) = Oi(P) + ti(P) and Ka Ka + ta According to (1) and (2), the photometric changes
where A(p) and r(p) are given by
rq(p) = -(hf (p) + Ka)A(p) + hg(6(p, A)) + Ka + ta (5) with 9r and Oi e-2T E [. Equation (3) has also been obtained in [1] . However, to our knowledge, no formal definition of A and T had been established. Let us assume that the surface around P is described by a C1 function. Consequently, when the light source is sufficiently far from the surface then the angle 0i and the function ti vary in W in a continuous way. The direct light intensity Kd is also supposed to vary smoothly in WV. In those conditions, A is a C' function in W. Now, let us assume that the surface projected on W has nearly the same roughness parameter in each point. 
VALIDITY OF THE MODEL
This section will focus on the study of the validity of (6). In order to simplify this problem, we consider a moving light source according to a motionless scene. This configuration enables us to study the lighting changes and the specular highlights occurrence. In this purpose we consider the geometry depicted by Fig.2 . We call P a physical point of coordinates (Xp, yP, Zp)T expressed in a frame R, related to the camera. P projects in p, at the center of W. Point f, of coordinates (X, Y, Z)T, projects in m in the neighborhood of p in W. In addition, I is the tangent plane of the surface in P.
When the surface around P is described locally by a C 2 function, it can be expanded in a Taylor series around P. Then the coordinates of M can be approximated by
where Dx, Dy, Dxx, Dxy and Dyy are the first and second derivatives of the surface in P with respect to X and Y. 
of (8).
2) When the light source is close to the camera S = 0, we obtain A4 = 2(DyDxx + DxyDx)dSy -(4Dxx + 2 )dSz + (6DxD _ 2DX) dSx. We can see from this relationship that A4 0 when the surface is nearly planar (Dxx 0, Dxy 0) and the camera is far from the surface (high Zp).
3) When the light source S is located at a very small distance e with respect to P, the coefficients of A4 can be expanded in Taylor -the orientation of the tangent plane H of the surface in P is low with respect to the sensor plane; -the second derivatives Dxx, Dyy and Dxy of the surface are low; -L coincide with n , -the camera is close to the surface (low Zp) and the lighting source is far fronm the surface; -the surface is rough (low n). Let us notice that the affine photometric model [6, 9] is far more restrictive than (6) because A A3, r, and 03 are supposed to be null simultaneously in equations (8) and (9).
APPLICATION TO FEATURE POINTS TRACKING
We call 6 the motion model of a small window of interest W centered on p. We assume that this motion is parametrized by a vector A so that p' = 6(p, A). The point tracking method consists in computing A and the photometric parameters A and r, (see equation (6) (10) In the following experiments, we choose an affine motion model, which is computed between the first frame and the current one. This technique, that we call MI, is compared on two image sequences (see Fig. 3a and 3b) 
